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Why light bosons?
• Scalars ubiquitous in string theory, inflation, dark 

matter models 

• Useful as toy models for unknown phenomena/
interactions (e.g. modifications of GR) 

• Effect of mass term expected to be qualitatively 
the same as for vector/tensor degrees of 
freedom



Self-gravitating scalar 
configurations

• Scalars can form self-gravitating configurations, 
especially if complex, massive (to avoid 
dispersion to infinity) and time dependent (to 
provide pressure): boson stars, oscillatons  

• Around BHs, massive real (complex) scalars can 
form quasi-stationary (stationary) configurations: 
boson clouds or condensates, hairy BHs



BH-boson condensates
• Formation linked to superradiant 

instabilities/Penrose process 
(amplifications of scattered 
waves with 

• BH with high enough spin in a 
mirror box are superradiance 
unstable (BH bomb; Zeldovich 
71, Press & Teukolsky 72, 
Cardoso et al 04) 



• Same instability of spinning BH + massive boson  (mass 
acts as “mirror” and allows for bound states), but NOT 
for fermions. Cf Damour, Deruelle & Ruffini 76

BH-boson condensates



• BH sheds excess spin 
(and to a lesser degree 
mass) into a mostly 
dipolar rotating boson 
cloud … 

• … till instability saturates 

Instability end point

(for Mμ<<1 and χ<<1; max instability for Mμ=0.42)



GW emission
• Long-lived rotating scalar dipole produces 

almost monochromatic GWs via quadrupole 
formula on timescale

rms strain amplitude

frequency



GW ranges



Indirect probe: BH spins

Problems:  
• Systematic errors on measurements, 
• Astrophysical intrinsic spin distribution unknown 



Background from isolated 
spinning BHs

LISA band  
massive BHs ~ 104-107 Msun, ms~10-16 - 10-18 eV

energy emission efficiency monochromatic GW  
in source frame



Background from isolated 
spinning BHs

LIGO/Virgo band  
stellar-mass BHs ~ 10-50 Msun, ms~10-13 - 10-12 eV

monochromatic GW  
in source frameenergy emission efficiency



Background from isolated 
spinning BHs



BH spin & mass  
modeling is crucial

Use state-of-the-art astrophysical models with 
input from continuum fitting/iron-Kα spin 
measurements

Compilations (Reynolds, Brenneman,...)               
of massive BH spins

Stellar-mass BH spins



Stochastic background



Need to account for effect of stochastic background on 
sensitivity (cf e.g. WD binaries)

Resolved events

most optimistic models



Resolved events



Regge plane “holes”

Look for “accumulation” near instability threshold 
to avoid having to make assumptions  

on astrophysical model



Regge plane “holes”



Conclusions
• Ultralight bosons can induce superradiant instabilities in 

spinning black holes, tapping their rotational energy to 
trigger the growth of a bosonic condensate 

• Boson condensates emit almost monochromatic GWs
• GWs are LISA/LIGO band if boson’s Compton 

wavelength is Gm/km scale
• Main observable is stochastic background, but resolved 

sources and Regge plane “holes” also possible
• LIGO rules out already masses ~ a few x 10-12 eV  


